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Bodrum, Turkey

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

The Mandarin Oriental, Bodrum in Turkey is bringing Ibiza, Spain's club scene to the shores of the Aegean Sea.

The Turkish seaside property boasts two sandy beaches and extensive leisure facilities creating the ideal
atmosphere for an outdoor, entertainment hot spot. Partnering with Blue Marlin Ibiza, a well-known Spanish club in
Ibiza, Mandarin Oriental will bring its guests a one-of-a-kind clubbing experience.

Party by the sea
Located on the Spanish island of Ibiza in the Mediterranean Sea, the flagship Blue Marlin Ibiza is considered the
world's most stylish beach club.

From June 7, Mandarin Oriental will offer its  guests in Bodrum a combination of beach glamour, dining and refined
music found at Blue Marlin Ibiza.

View of the Aegean Sea from Mandarin Oriental, Bodrum

Blue Marlin Ibiza at Mandarin Oriental will be beachside allowing for a relaxed daytime experience for beach
goers. At night, the space will become a nightlife venue where top rated DJs will perform live sets.

"We are very excited that Blue Marlin Ibiza, the world-class beach club, will be with us this summer," said Guenter
Gebhard, general manager at Mandarin Oriental, Bodrum, in a brand statement. "We truly believe that its great
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entertainment experience combined with the bespoke luxury offering of our resort will create new and vibrant
experiences for all of our guests this summer."

Beach at Mandarin Oriental, Bodrum

Blue Marlin Ibiza also has outposts in Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates, Mexico and Cannes, France.

The Mandarin Oriental on the Bodrum Peninsula in Turkey comprises 102 guest rooms and 214 private residences.
The 148-acre property is located on the north side of the peninsula, which is also known as the Turquoise Coast, with
guest rooms and homes offering views over the Aegean Sea (see story).
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